The AASHTO EXPRESS® bridge is a pre-engineered pedestrian steel truss bridge designed for owners, engineers and contractors who know “time is money.” This standardized truss system designed in accordance with AASHTO and LRFD specifications provides stamped drawings in one (1) week after receipt of order and a bridge in six to eight (6-8) weeks or less, significantly reducing construction time. The speed, quality and value of AASHTO EXPRESS® bridges will ensure you receive the industry’s best customer experience.

For over forty years, Contech’s Truss Bridges have been known as premier steel truss structures - depended upon for strength and durability as well as aesthetic appeal and economical solutions.

For over forty years, Contech’s Truss Bridges have been known as premier steel truss structures - depended upon for strength and durability as well as aesthetic appeal and economical solutions.
The IBC EXPRESS® bridge is a pre-engineered pedestrian steel truss bridge designed for owners, engineers and contractors who know “time is money.” This standardized truss system designed in accordance with IBC (International Building Code) and AISC (American Institute of Steel Construction) specifications, provides stamped drawings in three (3) business days after receipt of order and a bridge in six (6) weeks or less, significantly reducing construction time. The speed, quality and value of IBC EXPRESS® bridges will ensure you receive the industry’s best customer experience.

For over forty years, Contech's Steadfast Bridges® have been known as premier steel truss structures - depended upon for strength and durability as well as aesthetic appeal and economical solutions.

Select Your Bridge · Specify with Confidence · Satisfy Your Client

☑ Connector® Style Pedestrian Truss ☑ Weathering Steel Finish

Designed in accordance with IBC & AISC

Clear Width: □ 6’ □ 8’ □ 10’ □ 12’
Length: □ 20’ □ 30’ □ 40’ □ 50’ □ 60’
□ 70’ □ 80’ □ 90’ □ 100’
Safety Rail: □ Horizontal Safety Rails □ Vertical Picket Safety Rails
Deck: □ Pressure Treated Wood □ Cast-in-Place Concrete
(by Others)

2. SPECIFY

☑ Bid Drawings
☑ Specification
☑ 10-Year Limited Warranty
☑ Estimate

☑ Stamped Drawings in 3 Business Days
☑ Bridge Delivery in 6 Weeks of Approved Drawings
☑ Bridge Installation Support
☑ Cost-Effective Solution